Stylene clothes

We use cookies for analytics, personalization, and ads. StyleWe has a consumer rating of 3.
Consumers satisfied with StyleWe most frequently mention customer service, good quality and
online boutique. StyleWe ranks 2nd among Women's Clothing sites. This company responds to
reviews on average within 22 hours. This website is easy to use, they have a wide variety of
clothing and many accessories to choose from. All the items I have purchased here have been
good, with no damage or quality issues. Sometimes there are long delivery or shipping times
depending on the quarantine, but other than that it's a great store. I get everything I like to wear.
Its price is also cheaper than most online stores. Also, they always have some kind of discount.
I ordered a beautiful burgundy 2 pc outfit. It took 6 weeks and one piece was bright red and the
other a washed out burgundy but not even close to the picture. Very poor construction and
shoddy fabric and poor sizing. Stylewe is now a scam. Customer service says some products
may look Different depending on lighting. It's a SCAM. Don't order. I was first afraid because I
saw some very good and some very bad reviews, but my mom and I decided to order 3 maxi
dresses each. Our order took a bit to arrive but the customer service agent Maggie that helped
us gave us updates on our shipping and we could track our orders easily. We received them
here in Mexico and they are beautiful, just like in the pictures we saw online, same colors, and
the materials are of good quality : I would order again! The best customer service, extremely
happy I made a clothing purchase online here and it was very easy to find what I was looking
for. Very easy to use and navigate website. Delivery says 15 business days. It arrived in less
than two weeks. Very professional packaging. The dress was even better than I imagined and of
very good quality. I will definitely be back for more clothes. I have ordered here more than once
in the past, so I think I can give a fairly accurate review on this website. The clothes look
amazing and fit me perfectly. You will get exactly the same products you have seen on your
models, and I tell you it doesn't happen often when you order online ; You can wash them
hundreds of times and they would still look great. Great products and great quality! I am
interested in ordering your new party line. Being an avid online shopper, I was delighted to find
this site that not only offers great prices, but clothes that are not the norm. I bought golf clothes
for myself and my daughter and have been getting compliments every time. I must say that the
quality is also excellent. I have not had problems with shipping costs. My packages arrive in
good condition and on time. I will continue shopping with this site. It's way up there with my
favorites now. I have made several purchases of clothes in this online clothing store. The online
process was very easy to do! I have ordered several blouses and a sweater, I was very happy
with all! Customer service handled my questions in a timely manner via email, even when I
asked for too small an order, they responded quickly and helped me get the correct size. I like to
track shipments, you know exactly when they will arrive! I only take the time to write comments
when I'm incredibly happy or very upset and this boutique is the first. My item not only arrived
within a few days after ordering, but also the time and effort put into my package is exceptional.
I will definitely buy again. Experience has made a difference. I buy a lot of clothes online and
have yet to come across a customer service focused business. Other online retailers could
learn a lot from you! This online boutique made my return process so quick and easy. A couple
of items didn't work for me and I was offered a refund from the store. I sent him an email. I
would prefer a refund for the card I paid with, and it was very efficient in solving my concern. I
love the quality and style of everything I've ordered here, and I'll definitely be ordering more
now that I know customer service is very quick to resolve issues when they arise. Thank you!
Since I discovered this boutique I have become addicted! With an easy-to-use website and fast
delivery, I can't wait for your newcomers every week and I'm always buying beautiful new outfits
almost weekly! They have a great variety of clothes where you will find something for everyone.
I never had a problem with anything I bought and the clothes have always been of excellent
quality. I recommend to all my friends and family. I bought a dress on this website for my sister
to wear on her birthday. We measure it and choose the size according to the size chart. I usually
don't like ordering clothes online because I prefer to try them on before buying, but the dress fit
her perfectly and was of good quality. She is excited to use it. When I had a question, I received
an email that same day with all the information I needed. Would definitely buy here again! Sorry
for your dissatisfaction. We valued your business and we will try our best to help you resolve
the problem. We will always strive to improve the quality and service of our products and strive
to create a better shopping platform. If you have any other questions, you can drop us an email
services stylewe. Have a nice day! Best regards, StyleWe. Being tall makes it difficult to buy
clothes online, but not here, they have sizes that adapt to all shapes and sizes. Clearly
identifiable on their website, even the wide shoes that are normally the ban on my life. I bought
a fabulous dress after seeing another lady wear it over the holidays, I went on the website and
ordered it in two colors and was continually complimented every time I wear one of them. I buy
at night when the weather allows I ordered a beautiful shirt here for a party that arrived very

quickly and looked the same as on the web page, to underline this, I had contact with a lady
from this boutique by email who was amazing in helping me and always answered my emails so
soon as i sent them. She was an amazing help at all times, really great customer service. Thank
you :. The website is easy to navigate and I found what I wanted cheaper than any other internet
provider. I read some bad reviews after the purchase and worried needlessly. I guess people
come to complain instead of recounting their good experiences. Communication is not as
frequent as some vendors. But who wants to receive spam with every step in the delivery
process? The item arrives safe and fast. Very happy. This is my online shopping store because
it has so many varieties of items that anyone needs, from clothing and accessories to bags and
shoes. I really love the quality of all the items I've received, and the staff is very professional
when it comes to solving any issues. I used to have trouble transporting items I bought online
at other stores, but with these girls I never had a problem getting the things I bought. I love this
store! I highly recommend it :. Great for loyal customers. I have ordered four times and have
never had a problem with shipping, payment, quality, etc. Very happy! It's always a good idea to
buy a new sweater when it's a bit cold. I ordered this sweater from this website several weeks
ago and I can't help but get compliments on it. Everybody is in love with him. The size is exactly
what I expected. The colors match the image: typical fall colors. The ornaments make it even
more interesting. Was delivered on time. It is really worth! I was really skeptical as I had never
bought from this website before and the reviews were mixed. When my dress arrived, I was not
disappointed! It took forever to ship, but they did a great job responding to my emails and
updating me on the status of my order. Thank you because it arrived on the promised date.
Honestly, I had this website as my favorites for so long, but I never asked for anything for
months and months. Today I made my third purchase, so I can safely say that I am absolutely in
love with this website, I will buy clothes for a long time. This page is very easy to navigate and I
can always find what I'm looking for! There is an incredible range of clothing and I have found
some really unique dresses that I love. The quality is usually pretty good for the price you're
paying, sometimes the items may look a little different than the pictures, but sometimes it's to
be expected, so be sure to read the reviews before buying anything. Is a responsible and
supportive website. If something goes wrong, out of stock, shipping delayed, etc. I know that I
can count on this online boutique to solve any situation and help me with a query and,
obviously, to get the latest in fashion clothes easily on the internet! A very reliable website :.
Every day my sister and I wait for emails and see what clothes are available for sale. We
regularly buy and save many full retail prices. Christmas, birthdays, anniversary gifts, everyday
living items that we buy from here. Good clear photos of items for sale with descriptions, simple
method of purchase, add to cart. Amazing notification and communication of when items
should be delivered. I enjoy your emails, shop on the web, and find size evaluations helpful.
Sometimes the material is not of the best quality, but your customer service is always ready to
receive a return and refund or credit. I've only had one problem in all the years I've been dealing
with them and when I wrote them down, their customer service was courteous and efficient.
Really perfection! I have continued to buy probably too many dresses and they are absolutely
beautiful! They look amazing and are the perfect size, I am years old and size L is amazing! The
clothes are incredibly flattering and look and feel great! Every time I wear them they compliment
me on how good I look! Absolutely incredible! The delivery is very fast and I have not had any
problems. It is such a good website, you can basically find any clothing design here and
interesting accessories that you don't even need, I had a good experience with customer
service by mail and their answers match their statements. There are many discounts. Reviews
are everywhere and generally a reliable place to buy clothes, I think my packages arrive
relatively quickly. Thanks for asking. Pls note that our products are fine with quality and
beautiful in design. Many customers are satisfied with the design and quality of the items. You
can be rest assured that we will offer you the best. We still have over new dresses online and
our flash sale starts at noon ET everyday features different designers fashion. And we sincerely
hope that you will enjoy shopping in our website. The initial package arrived in about 3 weeks
but was the wrong size, much smaller than described. It was very difficult to get a reply from
them about the exchange. I had to file several official complaints in a few sites before I heard
back from them, and then I waited a long time to get the cost in a larger size. I do not
recommend this company and will not order from them again. I also believe than many of the
reviews posted here are fake ones set up by the company. Read them carefully and you'll see
what I mean. Some of our items run one size smaller, so it will be better to choose bigger size.
Every time when you click the size "S, M, L"etcit will show the corresponding detailed
measurements for the specific size. Then you can check. You need to refer to the item Product
Details to see the exact measurements first and choose the corresponding size S, M, L, etc. The
size guide is just a reference for all the items, which is not as accurate as the info of product

details. If you run into any issues, feel free to drop us an email services stylewe. I won't use
them ever. Then there was no way to contact them. My order didn't show on my account etc.
The measurement if taken directly from the clothes, the size chart is accurate. We noticed some
buyers who have complaint on the size not correct tends to refer to the size guide only, the size
guide is just for general measurement, we always suggest buyers to check the measurement
chart to order a correct size. You can find the measurement under product details. Dear Maria,
Each item differs, we suggest you check the product details to see the exact measurement. Pls
make sure the items are unworn and in the original packaging. Customers are responsible for
return shipping fees. Once you ship out the returning package, you can email us your return
proof and we can arrange a advanced refund or replacement order for you. Thanks for your
information. StyleWe is an online fashion shopping platform featuring independent fashion
designers. We are committed to providing shoppers with original, high quality, and exclusive
fashion products from independent designers. Rather than just an online shopping store, we
would like to create a community which will be shared by both designers and customers. The
community will enable all parties to communicate, share ideas, and recognize each other. It
would not only provide instant feedback for fashion designers when launching new concepts or
products, but would also allow customers to share their shopping experiences and fashion
dreams. We bring together designers and fashion covering many different styles. We hope that
every one of our customers will find their own unique and exclusive designer fashions at
StyleWe. We believe the fashion trend should not be controlled by the few, but rather be guided
by the collective actions of every designer and fashion consumer. At StyleWe, our goal is to
empower designers so that they no longer feel hidden behind the brand, but are able to
proactively communicate directly with their customers throughout the entire fashion life cycle.
We believe fashion should be personal and diversified. Fashion designers should not cater
exclusively to the rich and famous. We have dedicated ourselves to enabling talented fashion
designers to build their own brands and achieve their dream. Together with our designers, we
will deliver high quality designer fashions to everyone. Share on Twitter. Add a note optional - e.
Write a Review Visit Business. Corporate Values. Overview StyleWe has a consumer rating of 3.
This company responds to reviews on average within 22 hours Positive reviews last 12 months :
Special offer from StyleWe. What reviewers want you to know Positive highlights I can't fault
this online boutique, excellent customer service when it comes to communication and help. The
best clothing store on the internet where you will find everything that you did not have in your
closet! Critical highlights I advise you to be very cautious to put in the order because the return
policy is hostile. They suggest you keep the junk and ta you e a 25 percent cash refund po r 35
percent store credit. Top Positive Review. Top Critical Review. Rating 5 stars 1, Other Verified
purchase. Contains image or video. English only. Reviews that mention popular keywords
customer service return policy 79 store credit 76 return label 71 return address 0 clothing store
0 shopping experience 35 customer support 0 mini dress 0. Comment Thank you Share Helpful
3. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 6. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 1. Comment Thank
you Share Helpful 7. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 4. Comment Thank you Share Helpful
Comment Thank you Share Helpful 2. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 0. Get notified about
new answers to your questions. Typical questions asked: How long does shipping take? What
is the return policy? Where is the company located? Show all questions Sitejabber for Business
Gain trust and grow your business with customer reviews Start free account. About the
business. How do I know I can trust these reviews about StyleWe? Have a question about
StyleWe? Related articles and tips. Whether you are attending prom for the first Shipping to:.
Your browser's Javascript functionality is turned off. Please turn it on so that you can
experience the full capabilities of this site. Want to dress like your favorite mod style icons?
Create marvelous retro looks with our vintage clothing style! Look sensationally 60s-inspired
with our chic shift dresses and mini-length frocks. Take your pick from an array of styles,
including vibrant colors, nostalgic prints, and darling collars. Pull on a vintage-inspired swing
coat when it gets chilly, and add a pair of colorful tights and patent flats for a groovy look.
These online vintage clothing picks from ModCloth are new styles hand picked from our favorite
brands, or styled by our designers with a vintage aesthetic in mind! Check out our selection of
ladies vintage clothing for either a unique introduction of retro style, or the perfect addition to
your cute vintage outfits. Shop ModCloth for both looks from decades past and modern vintage
clothing today! Sip your milkshake in a fabulous 50s-inspired ensemble , composed of a
full-skirted frock with a Peter Pan collar and patent spectator pumps. Or, look like a sock hop
darling in an adorable A-line skirt and a cropped button-up blouse. Complete your retro getup
with a pair of sassy saddle shoes, ruffled ankle socks , and a sweet hair bow! Looking for a
unique swimsuit? Make a splash with our vintage-style bathing suits! Channel a retro pin-up girl
with a fruit-printed bikini or a glamorous velour one piece. Add red lipstick and a pair of

kitten-heel sandals for a beach bombshell look. Whether you're seeking a 40s-esque frock or a
pair of 70s-inspired jeans , our vintage clothing for women is sure to complete all of your
modern day outfits. Are you ready to add retro charm to your wardrobe? You can view our
Privacy Policy here and unsubscribe at any time. Have an Account? Sign In or Ignore. Offer
valid for new customers only. Unsubscribe at any time. New Styles Added! Search Catalog
Search Go. Shop by Decade 's 's 's 's 's 's All Vintage Fashion. New Spring Collection. New from
Collectif. Floral Dresses. Cute Cardigans. Cute Socks. Unique Kitchen Decor. Dinosaur Prints.
ModCloth x Collectif. New Prints. Shipping to Ukraine? Shop Ukraine. Nope - continue shopping
for U. Ask a ModStylist. Chat Us. Call Us. Write to Us. Collections Vintage Clothing. Refine By.
Price USD. Voodoo Vixen Wild Pony. Flights of Fancy Tie-Neck Blouse. Crushing on Berries
Blouse. Calmness and Couture Cropped Pants. Just a Happy Camper Graphic Tee. Because I
Say So Top. Black Print. Perfectly Splendid Swing Skirt. Bright and Bubbly Top. White Print.
Shimmering Secondary School Sweater Vest. These Charms of Mine Knit Top. Daydream
Believer Tie-Neck Top. Surplice and Demand Midi Dress. Renewed Vision Dress. Mid-Century
Muse Shift Dress. Optimal Opulence Fit and Flare Dress. After Argyle, Crocodile Sweater Dress.
Perfect Pickings Pointelle Cardigan. Maven of Mod Shift Dress. Scholastic Classic Collared
Babydoll Dress. Argyle Academy Oversized Cardigan. About to Bloom Cropped Pants. Height of
the Heyday Shift Dress. The Day is Calling Mini Skirt. All rights reserved. Don't know about you,
but we're feeling a real connection here. Let's make things official! The Truth About StyleWe. In
the past few years, online platforms have begun to emerge that promise designer-level fashion
at discount prices. One such website is StyleWe. This StyleWe review article will help you get a
better understanding of all that the site has to offer. Is StyleWe legit? Is StyleWe a scam or is it
safe to use? At the end of our StyleWe review, we hope that you will find yourself well-equipped
to make the best online shopping decisions to suit your personal needs. A Scam? Is StyleWe
Legit? Is StyleWe a Scam? StyleWe offers a variety of styles in order to foster both the creativity
of their designers and a broader customer base. You can choose to either use the website or
the StyleWe app to create an account and purchase StyleWe clothing and accessories. You can
also keep up with the latest deals and find out more about StyleWe through their Facebook
page. The Designer Experience. All-in-One Change Management Tools. Top Rated Toolkit for
Change Managers. TrustPilot StyleWe Reviews. Furthermore, although there is a New York
contact who appears to manage the social media aspects of the company, StyleWe reviews
remark upon the lack of clear communication with Chinese StyleWe representatives. One
StyleWe review on TrustPilot complained about the strenuous process of getting in touch with
the company about a sizing issue. This headline reads as follows :. The manipulation of reviews
is a threat to consumers and businesses and we take it very seriously. Perhaps this warning
stems from StyleWe reviews that appear to be posted advertisements for StyleWe clothes,
rather than accounts from actual customers. Our own StyleWe review found multiple instances
of StyleWe reviews in a similar style. Combined with an average 6. Out of 62 complaints, 45
StyleWe complaints came from issues with the product or customer service. There were few
complaints about the types of products available from StyleWe in the StyleWe reviews we
examined. A quick overview of their website shows that there are many choices of StyleWe
clothes to pick from. StyleWe dresses , tops , outerwear , and jumpsuits are available to search
from a wide range of filters, including but not limited to:. StyleWe also provides their customers
with skirts , pants , and swimwear at similar size offerings in a variety of styles and designs. For
all other orders, shipping costs will depend largely on total weight of the order. These flash
sales give customers the opportunity to purchase unique fashion pieces at a very affordable
price. Despite these positive aspects about StyleWe products, there seem to be recurring
StyleWe complaints about the products and ordering or return process that emerged in StyleWe
reviews. Poor Quality. First, the products that customers receive do not always match the
expected products as advertised. Prolonged Delivery. Customer Service. StyleWe customer
service seems to be difficult to deal with. One customer wrote in her StyleWe review that if you
feel like jumping through hoops for weeks on end, you can go ahead and try to contact
customer service about a shipping or return process. Return Process. First, you have to request
a return from a StyleWe consultant. After your return package makes its way back to China, you
will receive a refund in your account after a week or two. However, all this must be done in
under thirty days. Because of this, some consumers have run into problems when they submit a
request that is overlooked by StyleWe and no refund is given. The company seems to lack a
certain level of professionalism and administration, as this type of negligence intentional or not
regularly comes up as a topic of contention in most negative StyleWe reviews. One woman
purchased two dresses to take on a vacation, according to her StyleWe review , but they arrived
too late â€” after she had already left. What are some other options? This website, praised by
Forbes. Featured in Vogue , Apiece Apart focuses on providing durable and versatile basic

fashion staples. So, what are some of the pros and cons of StyleWe according to the average
StyleWe review? Should you go ahead and start shopping today? There are multiple reasons to
use StyleWe:. However, there are some concerns that you should keep in mind:. According to
our research, yes â€” but you might not want to fill that virtual shopping cart just yet. Despite
the glossy, beautiful pictures of products advertised on the website, the real products might be
of lesser quality and run a lot smaller in size than advertised. Since the company is overseas,
shipping and timely delivery can be difficult. Now that you know more about StyleWe and have
heard about various customer StyleWe reviews, you can decide for yourself whether you want
to start filling your cart with StyleWe dresses. Although StyleWe offers fashionable items like
StyleWe dresses at great prices, the hassle of getting your StyleWe clothes â€” and ensuring
they fi
manual ford mondeo 95
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t â€” might lead you to do business with some of their U. Reasonable efforts have been made
by AdvisoryHQ to present accurate information, however all info is presented without warranty.
Note: Firms and products, including the one s reviewed above, may be AdvisoryHQ's affiliates.
Click to view AdvisoryHQ's advertiser disclosures. Shopping Reviews. TrustPilot StyleWe
Reviews Furthermore, although there is a New York contact who appears to manage the social
media aspects of the company, StyleWe reviews remark upon the lack of clear communication
with Chinese StyleWe representatives. Poor Quality First, the products that customers receive
do not always match the expected products as advertised. Customer Service StyleWe customer
service seems to be difficult to deal with. Customer Service The company seems to lack a
certain level of professionalism and administration, as this type of negligence intentional or not
regularly comes up as a topic of contention in most negative StyleWe reviews.

